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Jackie: Hello, welcome to London Life. This is Soula Violari, a presenter at London's 

Greek radio station, which provides music, news and entertainment for the 

Greek and Greek-Cypriot community in London. Today we're going to find out 

about the Greek community in London through London Greek Radio and 

explore some phrases that relate to foreigners living abroad. 

 

Viron Karidis is the general manager of London Greek Radio. As you listen to 

him, try to answer this question. When was the radio station first given official 

permission to exist? 

 

Viron: London Greek Radio started in 1983 as a pirate radio station. The British 

government recognised it as a community radio in 1987. 

 

Jackie: The answer is in 1987. LGR started as a pirate station in 1983. This means it 

was illegal, it wasn't officially allowed to be there. But four years later the 

British government allowed it to become a community radio station - a 

station which serves a particular group of people, in this case, the Greek and 

Greek-Cypriot community in London. 

 

Soula: Good morning from London Greek Radio, this is Soula Violari. 

 

Jackie: What's it like working for London Greek Radio? 

 

Soula: It's fantastic to be with Greeks and English listeners as well. It's a big family. 
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Jackie: Presenter, Soula, says the community built around the radio station is like a 

family. 

 

London Greek radio plays mostly music and broadcasts news in both Greek 

and English. It helps Greeks who moved to London keep in touch with what is 

happening in their country of origin – the country they are originally from – 

and helps them find out more about England. But what about the second and 

third generations – the Greeks and Greek Cypriots who were born in London 

and their children? What kinds of things are they interested in? 

 

Viron: The second and third generations, they would like to know more about Greek 

and Greek-Cypriot culture because a lot of these Greek-Cypriots were born 

here and they don't know very much about their country of origin.  

 

Jackie: Viron says the second and third generations want to find out more about 

Greece and Cyprus because they have grown up here in England and don't 

know much about the country of their ancestors.  

 

So if they're Greek but have grown up here, do the second and third 

generations in London see themselves as mostly Greek or mostly English? 

What does Viron think? 

 

Viron: And although probably they don't speak Greek very well, at the same time, 

they feel that they are Greeks and Greek-Cypriots, so that's why when for 

instance, the Greek team is doing well in the European Cup everybody is in the 

streets with Greek flags, you know, and also they are girls and boys who 

mainly were born here in England, you see. And they live in England, they 

speak English, they have been educated here. They consider themselves 

English as well as Greek-Cypriots. We are talking about people having two 

identities. 
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Jackie: Did you get the answer? Well, it was a bit of a trick question. Viron says they 

have two identities. Someone's 'identity' is who they are. He says Greeks born 

here have both a Greek and an English identity. 

 

 Viron's now going to tell us what he thinks about the way Greek community in 

London is structured. As you listen, try to answer this question: Have the 

Greeks and Greek-Cypriots managed to become part of London, or is there a 

lot of conflict between Greeks and the English? 

 

Viron: The Greek community, the Greek-Cypriot community is very strong because 

financially they are very, very successful. They are doing very well in business, 

in education in medicine, especially the second and third generation. They 

have very good degrees from different universities here in England. They have 

good jobs. They do keep their identity but at the same time they have been able 

to be assimilated in the English community without causing any problems, you 

know, to the host country which, in our case, is Britain. 

 

Jackie: Did you get the answer? Viron says the Greeks keep their own identity, but 

they've also become assimilated with the English community. Which means 

they've become part of the community. They fit in well in their host country – 

their host country: the country where they are staying. Listen again. 

 

Viron: They have been able to be assimilated in the English community without 

causing any problems, you know, to the host country which, in our case, is 

Britain. 

Jackie: And you can find full explanations of the vocabulary we've looked at by going 

to the London Life section of our website. 


